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We are over the moon to have an allocation of Berthaut-Gerbet wine to sell . As

an early supporter of the wines upon their arrival last year we got to the front

of the line for the stellar 2019 's .

Amélie Berthaut is already one of the most important wine makers in

Burgundy . She is the leading producer in Fixin , an appellation in the Northern

Cote . Fixin has not enjoyed the same reputation as Gevrey , Vosne or Nuits St .

George , but part of this is due to the locals keeping it a well hidden secret . The

secret can no longer be kept . 

We are going to leave the story of Amélie Berthaut to Becky Wasserman , the

sadly now departed Queen of Burgundy , and an early supporter of Amélie 's ,

read on and contact rory@stationtostationwine.ie with any queries . 
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In 1693 , a motto was carved into a stone lintel in the Berthauts ' house : Bien

faire vax miev que dir , “doing right is better than talk .”

Amélie Berthaut is already receiving a lot of attention . She is indisputably

charming , but more importantly , she is hard-working , thoughtful , and

talented . Her prevailing quality , however , is humility . For example , she turned

down Daniel Johnnes ’ invitation to the 2018 Paulée in San Francisco because

“I ’m not ready ,” even though we all thought she was . Bien faire vax miev que

dir.

Amélie has received an impressive array of vineyards from her mother and

father who owned and managed separate family domaines . The newly-

baptized Domaine Berthaut-Gerbet includes all the vineyards of Domaine

Denis Berthaut and parts of the vineyards of Domaine François Gerbet , totaling

16 hectares located in the Hautes-Côtes de Nuits , in the villages of Fixin ,

Gevrey-Chambertin , Chambolle-Musigny , Vougeot , and Vosne-Romanée . 

There are small plots of wine collector catnip in Cazetiers , Lavaut , and Petits-

Monts , but the heart of the domaine , physically and emotionally , is in Fixin . It

was Amélie ’s Fixins that most piqued our interest when we first heard about

her . Why? Because with all due respect , a really good Vosne or Gevrey , great

examples of those are not uncommon , whereas great examples of Fixin were

thought to be extinct . 

In Making Sense of Burgundy , Matt Kramer laments that one of the oddities of

Burgundy is why Fixin remains one of the least-appreciated red wines of

Burgundy. In the 19th century , the main authors on Burgundy considered parts

of Fixin to be the equal to Gevrey . Lavalle , in 1855 , compared Fixin Les Arvelets

to Gevrey [Clos] Saint-Jacques and noted that the Marquis of Montmort sold

his Fixin La Perrière for the price of his Chambertin .
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There are several reasons for Fixin ’s fall from grace . It takes a flagship domaine

for a village to get noticed , and Fixin had been lacking one for decades .

Amélie makes five Fixins , and there is another one in the making . Nothing

would make her happier than Fixin to be taken seriously again . After tasting

her 2016s , we think this is imminent . It is always exhilarating to witness the

rise of young winemakers , especially when they revive a forgotten appellation .

They become avengers ; we like heroes . And there is a sense of wonder in

experiencing something we had only heard or read about . 

Even though Amélie receives a great deal of support from her parents , she

decided last year that she could not oversee improvements on all fronts on her

own . She hired her fiancé Nicolas Faure to be her vineyard manager while she

focuses on winemaking , management , sales and the travel they require , and

visitors to the domaine . Nicolas ’ hiring was pragmatic more than it was

romantic — his résumé didn ’t suck . Prior to Berthaut-Gerbet , he worked the

vineyards of Prieuré-Roch , DRC , and Chave . He is also an extraordinary

winemaker in his own right at his diminutive one-hectare domaine which he

treats as meticulously as a garden . His newest plantation , high above Nuits

Saint Georges , is a dream of cutting-edge viticulture . With massal selections ,

higher plantation density , higher vine training , and échalas (staked vines), it is

a lot like 19th century viticulture .

Everything at Berthaut-Gerbet now points to the hatching of a Grand

Domaine . It will be gradual , thought-out , and real . This brings us to another

saying carved on an ancient lintel in the building that serves as Berthaut ’s

tasting room and office : Rien par force , tout par amour , nothing by force, all

by love. Appropriately , it is from Saint Francis de Sales , who , in addition to his

proverbial patience , goodness , and mildness , happened to be a feminist .
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The Berthauts were first documented in Fixin in the 18th century but they have

reason to believe they go back much further . Amélie represents the seventh

known generation of Berthauts in Fixin . As the last member of the family tree ,

Amélie does not have any siblings or cousins . This troubles her , and she toys

with the idea of passing her name on to her future children . 

The Berthauts were once to Fixin what the Rossignols are to Volnay and the

Mugnerets to Vosne . In 1896 , Danguy and Aubertin listed no less than a dozen

Berthauts (and Berthauds) as proprietors in twenty-three lieux-dits in the

village . The list includes François Berthaut , Amélie ’s great-great-great

grandfather , as proprietor in Le Rosier and Combe Lavaux . It is likely that the

first vineyards were purchased by François ’ father , also named François . Here is

the succession as far back as the family can trace it : François Berthaut (1780-

1873), François Berthaut (1811-1898), Firmin Berthaut (1845-1920), Bernard

Berthaut (1879-1913).

Guy Berthaut , Amélie ’s grandfather , was born in 1912 and took over the family

domaine in 1930 . He started bottling at the domaine right after WWII and

entered into leases on some of the vineyards in Gevrey-Chambertin that

belong to the Mercier family of the Domaine des Chezeaux . The Berthauts still

farm these parcels today .

Guy ’s two sons took over in 1974 . They worked closely together , sharing the

work in the vineyards and the cellar equally , with Denis , Amélie 's father , taking

on more of the administration and sales of the trade , while his brother ,

Vincent , tended to sales to private customers . Vincent retired in 2006 . 

In the 1990s , critics wrote that the domaine was very good , Less well-known

than the two powerhouse landowners, domaines Gelin and Joliet, Domaine

Berthaut is among the best in the district.
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Denis and Vincent Berthaut distrusted new oak and liked longer-than-

fashionable aging in used oak . And because they had to work in several small

cellars rather than a large one , some wines were racked into barrel or foudres

after malolactic fermentation . This combination caused the wines to shut

down for a long time . It didn ’t matter to people who liked to cellar wines and

the Berthauts enjoyed a loyal following among private customers . But palates

were moving towards more fruit-driven wines that could be consumed shortly

after bottling , so the domaine never made it big with commercial export or

the international press . 

Amélie was born in 1988 , an only child . She has memories of participating at

harvest as a toddler . There are pictures of her carting grapes in her toy

wheelbarrow . Later , she remembers having to write her homework with chalk

on the cement tanks when her mother worked late in the winery . When she

was ten , Amélie ’s parents taught her how to recognize cork taint . She was

good at it and became the family ’s official cork taint snooper . No bottles were

served at family reunions until she had cleared them. 

Perhaps because she wasn ’t a boy , her parents never pressured her to study

winemaking . It did not occur to her either . She liked nature and was good at

science , so in 2007 , after high school , she set out to become an engineer in

agronomy . She attended a compulsory two-year preparatory school in Dijon

after which she was accepted at the prestigious engineering school Sciences-

Agro in Bordeaux . 

The curriculum began with an internship at an exploitation agricole , a

commercial farming operation . Given my family history, I wasn’t going to go

learn about cows, Amélie says . A winery counts as a commercial farming

operation , so she interned at Domaine de La Tour du Bon , one of the best

wineries in Bandol , where she was fully immersed in winery work for the first

time . 
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To her great surprise she loved it , all of it : wine, tasting, everything required in

the management of a domaine. Furthermore , La Tour du Bon was run by a

woman , Agnès Henry-Hocquard . To see that a woman managed all this, that

it was possible. Of course I knew it was possible, I’d seen my mother, but I

guess I’d focused on her working like a maniac and always coming home

late.

Inspired by her internship , Amélie opted for a minor in viticulture in her

second year at Sciences-Agro , and she began an engineering degree in

oenology . Her second internship , which lasted six months , was at Rudd Winery

in Napa . It was a great work experience: the incredible work ethic of

Americans, the detail, precision, and hygiene in the winery. But I didn’t learn

how to taste. I was told to punch down this tank, to pump that tank over, etc.,

but it was never explained to me why.

Amélie obtained her DNO (engineering masters in oenology) in 2011 . She was

now set on succeeding her parents but she wanted to experience a different

approach to Pinot Noir . She took a job for six months in New-Zealand , at

Crater Rim. I learned more about tasting there than during my oenology

studies, she says . Théo Coles, the winemaker, taught me how to taste the

tanks throughout the winemaking process and that’s when I started to really

think about winemaking and the changes that could be implemented at

Domaine Berthaut: tannin extraction, mouthfeel, etc.

Amélie returned to Berthaut for the 2012 vintage . I was there to learn, she

says . I wasn’t allowed to change anything and I didn’t say much. But I was

given the little tank of Lavaux-St-Jacques to play with on my own, so I was

happy. After she was done with the vintage in Burgundy , she went back to

work for Crater Rim for another six months , returning to Fixin for the 2013

vintage . Now she spoke her mind :
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We can’t continue this or that; we need to sort more stringently; we need to

be careful… 2013 was a late harvest. There was rain. It was hard to pick. It had

been an all-around difficult year in the vineyards. Maybe because he was

tired, my father told me ‘Well, since you know it all, you can make the wines.

He handed the winemaking responsibilities over to Amélie just like that , even

though she was only 25 years old . He wasn ’t angry though , he trusted his

daughter . It was time . And he was there to help , she says . My father is very

cool. Most of my friends didn’t have the freedom he allowed me.

Amélie wanted to return to Crater Rim for the 2014 harvest but her father put

his foot down . If she wanted the domaine she had to commit to it , right then ,

and full-time . I thought I had a few more years, but some of the leases were

coming to an end. If I wanted them renewed, I needed to stay put.

When she first took over , Amélie struggled with one vineyard that was too

steep to be farmed with a tractor , but it is now farmed with a horse . Domaine

Berthaut-Gerbet is now organic , except when it comes to fighting very intense

powdery or downy mildew pressure . The dividing line between 100% organic

and other methods is not drawn , as it is with many conscientious farmers ,

where intense pressure of these two disease begins . 2016 saw the worst

mildew attacks on record . 

As a reminder , there is no “good” method to fight these diseases . Whether

conventional , organic , or biodynamic , all methods have a deleterious effect .

There is no scientific research as to whether the use of chemicals in these

limited instances will be more or less detrimental than copper in the long run ,

which is the only method for fighting mildew available to organic and

biodynamic producers . There are convincing arguments from both sides , but

the issue has not been rationally resolved . For now , it is an intuitive or faith-

based choice . 
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Amélie wanted to return to Crater Rim for the 2014 harvest but her father put

his foot down . If she wanted the domaine she had to commit to it , right then ,

and full-time . I thought I had a few more years, but some of the leases were
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Is it a cliché to call Amélie ’s wines feminine? Perhaps . But in the context of the

appellation as we knew it before her , and in comparison to her father ’s wines ,

they are . Or maybe they are simply wines of the past and of the present . 

Though Burgundy is hardly a region with a bounty of natural wine , several of

the most exciting young winemakers are making vins de soif , quaffers , in

contrast to vins de garde , wines to be cellared . Less based on structure , more

on a free expression of fruit , these wines are more delicate and feminine ,

regardless of whether they are made by boys or by girls .

When we recently teased Sylvain Pataille about the structure that remains in

his reds despite him being for all purposes (except that one) a natural wine

producer , he quipped “Je veux faire des vins de soif qui se gardent ,” I want to

make quaffers that can age . It ’s a witty , fine point . 
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Not only does his description fit his own wines but those of Amélie ’s fiancé

Nicolas Faure , as well as those of their close friends Tomoko Kuriyama and

Guillaume Bott at Chanterêves , and others , all part of a small group of locals

who refuse to turn their back completely on the greatness of classic , age-

worthy Burgundy , and fit snuggly into current fashion .

But Sylvain ’s quip doesn ’t exactly fit Amélie ’s wines . By design , or rather by

conviction , hers are just a few inches to the other side of the line : des vins de

garde qui se boivent , wines to be aged that can be quaffed . It ’s a subtle

distinction . But contemporary , refined , detailed classicism , is what comes to

mind when tasting an Amélie wine . We should point out that the others have

started their domaines or micro-négoces from scratch whereas Amélie has not .

There is a responsibility , a sense of duty , in the mantle she wears . She wears it

happily and gracefully , which is not to say without her own strong signature

and opinions . This is what we were hinting at when we said that we saw the

hatching of a Grand Domaine at Berthaut-Gerbet : the size of the domaine , the

quality of its holdings , great respect for what came before yet an iron-clad

resolve to always do better , but also a sense of effortlessness in their taste .

BECKY WASSERMAN 

Becky Wasserman may be slightly less prominent in the minds of consumers

than say Jasper Morris or Stephen Spurrier or Jancis Robinson but she cast a

huge shadow in Burgundy first as a wine broker and then an authority and

then more recently a supporter and educator of Burgundy. BURGUNDY IS

BYZANTINE! She famously said in 1982. Despite having a ridiculous portfolio

of producers to distribute and sell, she championed small domaines and

appellations. It is unlikely we will see her likes agains. Becky passed away this

year at age 84. STSWine 



From a one hectare parcel planted in 1980 ,

just at the border of village level Fixin with

a deep limestone soil and marl . It 's

destemmed and fermented in cement.

Aged for 18 months in barrels (no new oak).

BERTHAUT-GERBET

 

BOURGOGNE ROUGE
LES PRIELLES
2019 €33

The 2019 Fixin Village comes from a foudre ,

completely de-stemmed and was filtered

two days prior to my visit as Amelie

Berthaut finds the turbidity quite high.

Nevertheless , it has a very elegant bouquet

with a mix of well defined red fruit and

crushed stone. The palate is medium-

bodied with supple tannins , quite fleshy in

style but beautifully balanced with more

than enough tension on the finish.

Delightful . 91 POINTS, VINOUS MEDIA

R E V I E W S

FIXIN 
VILLAGE
2019  €49

BOURGOGNE HAUTES
COTES DE NUITS
2019 €36

The 2019 Bourgogne Hautes-Côtes de Nuits

was completely de-stemmed and was the

only cuvée already bottled in mid-August.

It offers light brambly red berry fruit on the

nose , touches of freshly tilled soil

developing with time. The palate is

medium-bodied with grainy tannins ,

classic in style with a "cool" tertiary finish.

This is a nicely poised Bourgogne Hautes-

Côtes de Nuits. VINOUS MEDIA 

BERTHAUT-GERBET 
NEW RELEASE 
6-PACK 2019  €215

2 OF EACH OF THE WINES FEATURED ON

THIS PAGE, SEE OVER FOR UPPER

CUVEES AND GO TO STORE TO BUY

DIRECTLY OR CALL 085 1020 477 (RORY

CRAIG) rory@stationtostationwine.ie 

www.stationtostationwine.ie



The 2019 Fixin Les Crais , which includes

20% stems addition , sports dark berry fruit

like the Les Clos , touches of iodine and

violet , showing just a little more amplitude

by comparison. The palate is medium-

bodied with sappy black fruit , very

harmonious with lovely salinity. This feels

very cohesive with a persistent finish. As

good Fixin gets basically. 93 POINTS,

VINOUS MEDIA

 

TThe 2019 Fixin Les Arvelets 1er Cru

contains around 35% whole bunches.

Despite a bit of reduction , it has a superb

bouquet with vibrant black fruit mixed

with crushed limestone. The palate is

medium-bodied with sappy black fruit , a

fine bead of acidity , quite structured and

compact towards the finish with a hint of

brine on the aftertaste. A solid and firm

Fixin , this deserves cellaring for several

years. 94 POINTS, VINOUS MEDIA

R E V I E W S

FIXIN 1ER CRU
LES ARVELETS
2019  €84

GEVREY
CHAMBERTAIN
2019 €68

A small , prize plot of 0.5ha , planted in 1960 , 1979 and 1986. Fruit comes from 2 parcels (La Burie

and Les Crais) at bottom of slope , limestone and marl soils , Wine making is lutte raisonnée.

30% whole cluster , mostly pump-overs with some punch-downs , indigenous yeast

fermentation , 15-20 days cuvaison. Aged for 12 months in barrel (20% new). BERTHAUT-

GERBET  

CONTACT /// RORY CRAIG // 085 1020 477 / rory@stationtostationwine.ie with any queries.

FIXIN 
LE CRAIS
2019  €53


